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	Business Process Execution Language for Web Services BPEL and BPEL4WS 2nd Edition, 9781904811817 (1904811817), Packt Publishing, 2006
This book is a comprehensive guide to the usage and syntax of the Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS). Two major BPEL4WS servers, the Oracle BPEL Process Manager and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 are covered in detail, and an overview of other major BPEL4WS servers is provided. The book contains practical examples on using BPEL4WS.
Web services provide the core functionality for distributed e-business applications using SOAP, WSDL and UDDI.  These building blocks can then be orchestrated into a complete business process using BPEL4WS.  

Web services provide the basic technical platform required for application interoperability. They do not, however, provide higher level control, such as which web services need to be invoked, which operations should be called and in what sequence. Nor do they provide ways to describe the semantics of interfaces, the workflows, or e-business processes. BPEL is the missing link to assemble and integrate web services into a real business process  

BPEL4WS standardizes process automation between web services. This applies both within the enterprise, where BPEL4WS is used to integrate previously isolated systems, and between enterprises, where BPEL4WS enables easier and more effective integration with business partners.  

In providing a standard descriptive structure BPEL4WS enables enterprises to define their business processes during the design phase. Wider business benefits can flow from this through business process optimization, reengineering, and the selection of most appropriate processes.  

Supported by major vendors — including BEA, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft, Novell, Oracle, SAP, Sun, and others — BPEL4WS is becoming the accepted standard for business process management.  

This book provides detailed coverage of BPEL4WS, its syntax, and where, and how, it is used. It begins with an overview of web services, showing both the foundation of, and need for, BPEL. The web services orchestration stack is explained, including standards such as WS-Security, WS-Coordination, WS-Transaction, WS-Addressing, and others. The BPEL language itself is explained in detail, with Code snippets and complete examples illustrating both its syntax and typical construction. Having covered BPEL itself, the book then goes on to show BPEL is used in context. by providing an overview of major BPEL4WS servers. It covers the Oracle BPEL Process Manager and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004 in detail, and shows how to write BPEL4WS solutions using these servers.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.  

   The book blends a broad architectural view with the detailed coverage of syntax and practical implementation required for working with BPEL This book covers the BPEL4WS standard and two BPEL4WS servers — the Oracle BPEL4WS Process Manager and Microsoft BizTalk Server 2004. It provides comprehensive coverage of the BPEL4WS syntax and shows how to use BPEL4WS by examples. The book prepares for the coverage of the BPEL4WS standard and servers with a chapter on the web services orchestration stack.   

This book aimed at technical architects and developers in the technical design phase of advanced e-business solutions dealing with the issues of orchestration, transactions, coordination, and security. The book presumes knowledge of XML and web services (SOAP, WSDL, UDDI), Web services development (either on J2EE or .NET), and Multi-tier architectures.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.  
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Mind Mapping with FreeMindPackt Publishing, 2012


	FreeMind is the powerful, free mind mapping software used by millions of people worldwide

	to capture their ideas and communicate them visually.





	Mind mapping with FreeMind will teach you how to develop different kinds of mind maps to

	capture and arrange your ideas. You will learn how to combine FreeMind or Freeplane...

		

The Male Patient in Aesthetic MedicineSpringer, 2009
The demand for cosmetic procedures by male patients has increased in recent years. With this trend has come the realization that male aesthetic needs are different from female aesthetic needs. This book is the first hands-on guide dedicated exclusively to the aesthetic treatment of the male patient, and provides cosmetic surgeons with important...


		

Neuro-Linguistic Programming Workbook For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	If you are one of the millions of people who have already discovered the power of NLP, Neuro-linguistic Programming Workbook For Dummies will allow you to perfect its lessons on how to think more positively and communicate more effectively with others.


	This workbook is packed with hands-on exercises and practical...





	

Game Programming Gems 2Charles River, 2001
A collection of articles on key topics in computer game programming. Highlights include coverage of artificial intelligence, geometry management, audio programming, and other topics. The CD-ROM contains code and demos for the text. System requires a C and C++ x86 assembler, Open GL, and Direct3D. DLC: Computer games--Programming. 
...

		

Effective Computational Geometry for Curves and Surfaces (Mathematics and Visualization)Springer, 2006

	This book covers combinatorial data structures and algorithms, algebraic issues in geometric computing, approximation of curves and surfaces, and computational topology. Each chapter fully details and provides a tutorial introduction to important concepts and results. The focus is on methods which are both well founded mathematically and...


		

The Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary of Finance (Blackwell Encyclopedia of Management)John Wiley & Sons, 1997

	Although the basic purposes of finance, and the nature of the core instruments used in
	attaining them, are relatively constant, recent years have seen an explosion in complexity of
	both products and techniques.


	A number of forces are driving this explosion. The first is internationalization encompassing
	a dramatic growth in...
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